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Outline of Presentation
• Background
• Florida Green Local Government
Certification
• Citywide Examples by Medium
– energy and air, water, waste, health, land use,
and awareness

• Discussion
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Background
• This purpose of this presentation is to provide a
current overview of City initiatives and practices
related to Sustainability
• This is not intended to be an all inclusive list of
our activities, but rather an overview with relevant
examples
• The presentation is organized according to the
categories utilized by the Florida Green Building
Coalition (FGBC) in their assessment of City
sustainability programs
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Florida Green Local Government
Certification
• In 2013, the City achieved the
Silver level certification for
Green Local Government by the
Florida Green Building Coalition
• This certification was unique in
that it was prepared entirely by
staff and coordinated by the
Police Department

• This certification has been maintained and was re-confirmed
in 2018 (photo)
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What defines a Florida Green
Local Government
• Created under a grant from the U.S. Department of Energy and the Florida
Energy Office
• FGBC Green Local Government Standard designates Green Cities and Green
Counties for outstanding environmental stewardship.
— Environmental practices done "in-house"
— Incentives and ordinances to foster green practices
— Educational activities to improve the environment

• A list of criteria is presented, and each is assigned a point value.
• Criteria are organized in terms of department functions for improving
environmental performance through a number of mediums (energy and air,
water, waste, health, land use, and awareness)
• A minimum total point value is set that represents a bar, and local governments
who incorporate sufficient criteria to meet or exceed the bar are "certified" or
"registered" as a Green Local Government
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Sample Worksheet
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Benefits of a Florida Green Local
Government Certification
• Process for determining qualification looks across all departments
to determine what is currently being done, what the needs/desires
are, and what remains to be done in order to qualify.
• This process inherently requires extensive communication
between departments, eventually identifying areas of potential
cooperation to better achieve common goals
• As local governments learn more about how being green can help
them accomplish their goals, it is carried through to the private
sector to apply the same principles through the creation of green
homes, green commercial buildings, and green land
developments.
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Citywide Examples by Medium
•
•
•
•
•
•

energy and air,
water,
waste,
health,
land use,
and awareness
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Energy and Air
• Renewable Energy on Government Buildings:
Pilot solar project at WWTF, 2013
• This project was completed
by City staff
• 20 solar panels installed on
roof of WWTP building
• A demonstration project
using the latest technology:
– 240 watt polycrystalline panels
– Enphase microinverters for more
efficient power transfer
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Renewable Energy on Government Buildings:

RO Facility Solar Master Plan, 2017
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Energy and Air
• Renewable Energy on Government Buildings:
RO Water Facility, 2019, Phase I
• Alternative water supply facility powered by renewable energy
• First phase includes 162kW solar array, 416 panels
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Energy and Air
• Citywide Energy Efficiency
• Facilities: On-going Energy Performance
Contract with AMERESCO:
– reduced energy consumption,
– lower operating costs and overall maintenance
expenses.

• LED Lights – changed in office buildings
(interior/exterior) where remodeled or
replacement is required, tennis courts,
decorative light poles (Safford Ave.) and
Welcome to Tarpon signs. Includes
automation light control systems.
• Working with Duke Energy on replacement
of conventional street lights to LED lighting
throughout the City.
• Upgrading Air Conditioning units to more
energy efficient systems.
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Energy and Air
• Public Works, Vehicle Fleet
• Purchase of 2 detective vehicles this year that
have an EPA rating of 29 MPG to replace 2
active detective vehicles that are rated at 15
MPG.
• FY 2021 to include compatibility studies for
Admin vehicles that are either full electric (EV)
or hybrid vehicles (HV),
• City has 4 electric charging stations for 10
vehicles at various locations in the City.
• Fleet will do compatibility study for selecting
optimum hybrid or electric vehicle for required
duty
– Example: EV for short range continuous duty not
requiring large cargo capacity, meter readers?

2019 Nissan Altima Turbo 4 cyl., ICE

2020 Prius Prime HV / EV

2019 Nissan Leaf EV
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Energy and Air
• IT Department
•

Most new IT equipment purchases have environmental
certifications, such as:
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

•

ENERGY STAR
EPEAT Registered*
TCO Certified
CEL
WEEE
Etc.

Objectives and targets focused on environmental and
management systems, both from our employees and our
suppliers.
Transitioning to LED lighting in the theater to reduce the kW
hours. Current stage lights at full capacity using 65 kW per
hour, down from 81 kWh 2 years ago.
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Energy and Air
• Heritage Museum -2015
•

•

Ecology Wing was renovated with ten
new Christopher Still reproductions
New track lighting was installed to
prevent the art reproductions from being
discolored by the previous florescent
lighting system.

•

43 dimmable LED lights in the new,
energy efficient lighting system.

•

The LED bulbs installed use about 18%
of the energy of the previous system
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Water
• Alternative Water Supply (RO) Facility, 2015
• 50% grant funded from the SWFMWD
• Utilizes brackish groundwater as a source (otherwise
unusable due to salinity)
• Self reliant, local water supply with auxiliary power (low
emission generator)
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Water

Comparison of Area Water Rate Block Structures, 2018
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Water
• Parks Maintenance
• Reduced use of fertilizers and created
fertilizer free zones (10ft. from open
water).
– Reduced the use of glyphosate.

•

Using Florida Friendly Landscape
principles.

• Use BMP (best management practices)
for all Park’s staff.
– License/certifying staff on proper use of
chemicals/fertilizer.
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Waste
• Recycling Programs
• Two Recycling Centers – Levis Ave. and Gulf Rd.

• Curbside Recycling
• Used Tire Recycling
Located at the Yard Waste Facility

• Partnering with County for Annual Household
Electronics & Chemical Collection.
• Two Citywide (Spring & Fall) Cleanup Waste
Collection events each year
• Funds from our recycling program are used to
replace picnic tables, benches, kiosk and trash
cans that are made from recyclable materials
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Waste
• IT Initiatives
•

IT is spearheading efforts to
move towards a paper free
environment
–
–

–
–

•

GIS provides a platform without
relying on hard copy paper maps
GIS also provides various featured
maps and apps that allow citizens to
visualize flood zones and active
hurricanes.
Training and information materials
in digital domain, Power DMS
Records in digital format

Procurement and use of
recycled, recyclable, and
renewable materials; efficient
use of energy; and participation
in recycling programs for our
products
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Health
• Safford Avenue Fitness Park,
2013
• Completed in 2013, the North Safford
Recreation Corridor is part of the Livable,
Walkable Cities initiative
• Creating amenities to form a pedestrian link
between the Sponge Docks and Historic
Downtown Tarpon Avenue
• The Pinellas Trail is a focal point and a point
of access for wider use.
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Health
• Community Garden

•

•

•
•

•

Tarpon Springs Community Gardens
Inc. (TSCG) operates the garden
under a license agreement, renewable
in 2021.
Located at 116 N. Ring Ave., in a lot
deeded to the City from the late
Jessie Burke.
30, 4x10 raised plots and 2
handicapped-accessible plots.
Each year TSCG hosts an Earth Day
Clean-Up through Keep Pinellas
Beautiful, and enlists community
volunteers
The TSCG is active in promoting the
benefits of the garden, including
hosting a vendor booth at First
Fridays.
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Health
• Farm Share

•
•
•

•

Farm Share is a non-profit group working to
fight poverty and alleviate hunger.
Farm Share distributes 55 million pounds of
food annually.
Several times a year they distribute nutritious
fruits, vegetables, and other non-perishable
foods to needy families in Tarpon Springs
Distributions have taken place at locations
including CAP, Shepherd Center, and St.
Timothy’s.
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Health
• Tarpon Springs Consortium of
Churches and Provider Organizations
• A group of faith-based, social services, wellness, nonprofits, government, and more that works collaboratively
to improve the quality of life, foster a sense of community
and family, and build a resilient community for all people.
• The group meets quarterly.
• A great example of a community coming together to create
sustainable health for all its residents
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Land Use
• Comprehensive Plan: Coastal Planning and
Conservation Element, 2017 Update
– plan for sea level rise, restricting
development in floodplains and coastal
high hazard areas, and plan for
hurricane evacuation
– prevention of soil erosion and the
conservation of habitats, vegetation and
wildlife
– tree preservation and mitigation that are
implemented in the City’s Land
Development Code
– promotion of energy conservation
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Land Use
• Infrastructure
•

Roads are being designed and constructed to take
into account future projected Sea Level Rise (SLR).
This helps to extend the projected life of the roadway
and its components.

•

Stormwater systems are also being designed and
constructed with the same projected SLR
considerations as well, along with the inclusion of
“check valve” devices, where practical, to account
for current and future tidal flooding. Keeping the
road dry will also extend its useful life.

•

We are working with Pinellas County with asset
location and elevation data pertaining to City assets
(buildings, structures, infrastructure, et.) for future
countywide planning.
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Land Use
• Walkable Communities
•

Commissioned Dan Burden, the nation’s top walkability expert,
in 2005 for a Walkability Report.

•

More than 50 residents participated in walking workshops to
offer their ideas

•

The report suggests policies, programs, land use guidelines, and
more to improve walkability and smart growth in the City.

•

Many improvements are the result of suggestions from the report
(trail and sidewalk improvements, beautification, fitness
corridor, Lemon Street improvements, etc.)

•

The City’s Land Development Code and Smart Code:
– Require sidewalks for all developments
– Encourage land use forms, densities and intensities that encourage
walkability, close access to a mix of uses, and a reduction in the use
of automobiles

Land Use
• Developing Initiatives
•

The City will be updating its Land Development Code
in the coming year and will review and expand on the
sustainability measures, as appropriate.
–

Example: Add more Florida Friendly Landscaping and Best
Practices requirements as part of new developments (reduce turf
area and associated water demand)?

•

Updating Historic District Design Review Guidelines
and will be including standards for sustainability
addressing area such as building materials and
techniques, and the sympathetic incorporation of
energy-saving equipment into historic structures (e.g.,
solar power).

•

These updates will involve public participation and
agency coordination, so the timing is right for
involvement of the committee with this effort

Awareness
• IT: Asset Inventory and Vulnerability
through GIS
•

GIS provides the opportunity to efficiently share
information, data, and knowledge across multiple levels
of government

•

GIS is actively involved in compiling and updating
assets across the City. The aim is to identify, organize,
locate, and update asset information for use in
operations and planning. Examples include:
–

Stormwater Inventory: vital as the City adapts to future sea level
rise and nuisance flooding as a result of climate change

–

Urban Forestry: spatiotemporal changes in tree coverage across the
City

–

Community Redevelopment Area: bolster the walkability of the
Historical District, support economic development, while
promoting tourism.

–

Historic District: enforce code regulations, maintain historical
qualities, regulate home values, and to address critical needs for a
variety of affordable housing communities with moderately priced
infill housing.

Awareness: Sustainability at the Library
• The Library has hosted several programs on sustainability topics including
Florida-Friendly Landscaping (three-part series), Florida Vegetable Gardening,
Edible Landscaping, and Earth Day
• Terrarium workshops and upcycled crafts have been offered for youth
• Sustainability programs will continue to be provided at the Library in 2020

Sustainability at the Library
• The Library has a growing collection of sustainability
materials including books, e-books, audiobooks, and
DVDs
• Seeds for herbs, vegetables, and flowers are offered
in the Seed Library
• Kill-a-Watt meters are available for checkout to
measure energy use
• A Sustainability Resource Guide has recently been
created by Library staff

Conclusions
• This presentation provides:
– a baseline for discussion on advancing sustainability initiatives,
and
– a format that be updated for future reporting as applicable

• The City has a broad spectrum of initiatives ongoing in the
major areas of energy and air, water, waste, health,

land use, and awareness
• There remain opportunities for new sustainability
initiatives or advancement of current programs
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End of Presentation
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